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Characters : the main 
people, an imals, or 
creatures in a story.  
Who was the book about? 
 

• Write a sentence 
describing each of the 
main characters.  

Setting: WHERE 
and WHEN the 
story happens  
 

• Write at least one 
sentence describing 
the setting of the 
story.   

Confl ict:  the problem of 
the story 
Write a sentence identifying 
the type of conflict in the story.  
4 Types of conf l icts  –  
• Character vs. character 
• Character vs. nature 
• Character vs. society  
• Character vs. self 

Plot:  i s the sequence of events 
that take place in the book.  
 

Describe what the author is focused on 
at the beginning, middle, and end of the 
book? 
 

• Write a paragraph or several 
sentences explaining the main points of 
the beginning, middle, and end of the 
story.   

Solution:  The 
solut ion is a way to 
solve the problem 
 

• Write at least one 
sentence explaining 
the solution to the 
conflict.    

•  

Purpose: The message 
of the book. 
 

• Write at least one 
sentence describing the 
message/moral of the 
story.  

Tone: the tone or 
mood of text i s the 
author’ s att i tude 
toward the story.  
 

Example of tone – happy, 
somber, dark, funny, etc. 
 

• Write one sentence 
describing the tone of 
the story. 	

 



NON-Fiction Reading Fair Board Layout 
	

	

Readers Predict ions: 
Readers make predictions 
before starting to read a 
book as well as while reading.  
 

Sentence starters -  
“I predict this book is    
explaining …” 
“I predict this book is   
instructing about…” 

Text Structure: refers to 
how the information 
within a text is organized.   

• Descr iption  
• Sequence 
• Compare & 

contrast 
• Cause & effect 
• Problem & solut ion 

 

Sentence starters -  
“The text structure of this 

book is ____________, 
because …” 
  

Main Idea is the point the 
author wants you to understand 
the most. What is the book 
mainly/most ly about? 
 

How to find the main idea -  
• Look at the title and think about 

the topic. 
• Think about the most important 

point about the topic.  
• Analyze what details or examples 

back up and support the main 
idea. 

one 
sentence 	

Follow up questions: 
readers think as they 
read and part of the 
their thinking is 
questioning. Write a 
few questions you had 
while reading the book.  

Connect ions: Readers make 
connections to what they are 
reading in three ways –  
   Write about one of the      
   connect ions you made to     
   the book. 
1. Text to Text – “It 

reminds me of a book  
___________, because ..” 

2. Text to Self – “It 
reminds me of a time …” 

3. Text to World – “It 
reminds me of something 
in the world, because ..” 

Point of view: who is 
tel l ing the story  
• 1st person: Told by a 

character in the story  
key words (I, me, we) 

• 2nd person: Narrator will 
address the reader  

key words (you, your, yours) 
• 3rd person: Told by a 

narrator NOT in the 
story. 

key words (he, she, them, 
name of people) 

 

One paragraph. 

Summary: Retell  the 
story in your own words. 
Use 3-4 sentences 
exp lain ing the main parts of 
the story  


